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Hybrid systems are the result of merging the two most commonly used models for
dynamical systems, namely continuous dynamical systems defined by differential
equations and discrete-event systems defined by automata. One can view hybrid
systems as constrained systems, where the constraints describe the possible process
flows, invariants within states, and transitions on the one hand, and to characterize
certain parts of the state space (e.g. the set of initial states, or the set of unsafe states)
on the other hand. Therefore, it is advantageous to use constraint logic programming
(CLP) as an approach to model hybrid systems. In this paper, we provide CLP
implementations, that model hybrid systems comprising several concurrent hybrid
automata, whose size is only straight proportional to the size of the given system
description. Furthermore, we allow different levels of abstraction by making use of
hierarchies as in UML statecharts. In consequence, the CLP model can be used for
analyzing and testing the absence or existence of (un)wanted behaviors in hybrid
systems. Thus in summary, we get a procedure for the formal verification of hybrid
systems by model checking, employing logic programming with constraints.

1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation

Hybrid automata [20] are a standard means for the specification and analysis of dynamical systems, where computational processes interact with physical processes. Essentially, hybrid automata are state machines for describing discrete-event systems, augmented with differential
equations for the treatment of continuous processes. They are widely used for the specification
of embedded systems. There are numerous applications, e.g. in the fields of robotics, logistics,
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multiagent systems, and for technical systems in general, especially in safety-critical contexts,
where formal verification of system properties is desirable.
There are several model checking tools for hybrid automata available, e.g. HyTech [23] or
PHAVer [14]. In the context of hybrid automata, the terms formal verification and model checking usually refer to reachability analysis, i.e. to the question whether some (un)wanted state
is reachable from the initial configuration of the specified system. For this, systems of (linear)
(in)equations have to be solved, which is usually implemented by algorithms manipulating sets
of convex polyhedra. In this paper, it is demonstrated that model checking of hybrid systems can
be understood as constraint solving. Hence, it appears to be a good idea to employ constraint
logic programming (CLP) [31] for this task, which extends logic programming with Prolog [11].
In this paper, we therefore propose a methodology that exploits CLP for the specification and
analysis of hybrid systems. CLP has already been applied to model hybrid systems including
solving differential equations (see e.g. [26]). However, efficiency can only be expected, if a full
CLP language is employed as e.g. Eclipse Prolog [4], where a multitude of constraint solvers is
available. By introducing hierarchies (as in UML statecharts, cf. [33]) different levels of abstraction besides representation of concurrency in the specification are expressible, which is certainly
advantageous.
Usually hierarchical specifications of hybrid systems are transformed into flat standard finite
hybrid automata (see e.g. [5, 15, 35]). Concurrent automata have to be composed, which leads
to the state explosion problem, because the number of states in the resulting flat automaton is
the product of the number of states of all concurrent automata. As demonstrated in this paper,
computing the composition of automata can be avoided by employing CLP, where in addition
many efficient constraint solvers e.g. for interval constraints and finite domains are available.
1.2 Overview on the Rest of the Paper

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follows: First, we present a lean but effective implementation of hybrid automata, that hosts an explicit formulation of hierarchies and
concurrency. Second, compositions of automata do not have to be computed explicitly, which
avoids the state explosion problem. Instead, we generate configurations of the whole system only
if required, and thus the size of the corresponding CLP program is only straight proportional to
the size of the given hierarchical hybrid automaton description. Last but not least, by employing
CLP, constraints can be derived automatically, under which certain states of the system can be
reached. This enhances standard formal verification and model checking methodologies.
In the following, we therefore introduce our formalism of hierarchical hybrid automata
(HHA) with a running example, namely a railroad gate controller, that is well-known in the
literature [21] (Sect. 2). Then, we describe its implementation with CLP (Sect. 3), by introducing an abstract state machine for HHA eventually. We briefly compare different implementations
for model checking hybrid automata and discuss related works (Sect. 4), before we end up with
conclusions (Sect. 5).
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Figure 1: Specification of the train gate controller automata.

2 Example and Formalism
Before we are going to present the definitions and formalism for HHA, we first introduce an
illustrating running example that we use throughout the paper, followed by the basic formalism
which we use to demonstrate the CLP implementation.
2.1 The Railroad Gate Controller Example

A train gate controller [21] is a system consisting of three automata components: the train, the
gate, and the controller. In this system, a road is crossing a train track, that is guarded by a gate,
which must be lowered to stop the traffic when the train approaches, and raised after a train
passed the road. The gate is supervised by a controller that has the task to receive signals from
the train and to issue lower or raise signals to the gate. Initially, a train is at a distance of 2000 m
far from the gate and moves at a speed between 40 and 50 m/s. When the train reaches the gate
at a distance of 1000 m, it issues an app signal to the controller (with the meaning that the train
approaches the gate) and may slow down to 30 m/s.
When the controller is idle upon receipt of the approach event app, it requires up to α seconds
to send the command lower to the gate. At the distance of 100 m past the gate, the train issues an
exit signal to the controller, which after another delay of up to α seconds, it sends the command
raise to the gate. Initially, the gate is completely opened in a position of 90 radius degrees. Upon
receiving the lower signal at the open position, the gate is lowered from 90 radius degrees to 0
degrees at a constant rate of 9 degrees per second, and the same holds when it is closed upon
receipt of the command raise.
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The three hybrid automata that model the train, the gate, and the controller are shown in Fig. 1.
In the graphical representation, the variable x represents the distance of the train from the gate.
The variable t represents the delay time of the controller, while the position of the gate in radius
degrees is represented by the variable g.
First, the train gate controller system must satisfy a safety property. The purpose of the safety
property is to ensure that the system cannot reach an unsafe state, i.e. a state where the train is in
the crossing but the gate is not closed. Second, in addition to safety property, a utility property
has to hold. The purpose of the utility property is to avoid degenerate solutions, e.g. lowering
the gate and keeping it lowered. Basically, safety critical system must not only operate safely.
To be useful, they must perform certain functions within specified time intervals, i.e., they must
exhibit response times within given bounds. For example, the train leaves the crossing within
36 s after its approach. Third, another interesting property that appears generally in systems with
synchronization is a simple logical property. That is a property that depends on logical and/or
temporal dependences between events.
2.2 Formalism

Let us now define formally the notation used in this paper, before we introduce a CLP implementation of hybrid automata (in Sect. 3). We first define basic components of hybrid automata
(Def. 1). Then, we introduce state hierarchies and concurrency (Def. 2 and 3), before we define the semantics of HHA (Def. 4). For further details and examples, especially on the latter
definitions, the reader is referred to Sect. 3.3.
Definition 1 (basic components) A
hybrid
(X, Q, Invq , Flowq , E, Jump, Event, Init) where:

automaton

is

a

tuple

H

=

• X ⊆ IRn is a finite set of n real-valued variables.
• Q is a finite set of control locations. For example, the train automaton (Fig. 1) has the
locations far, near, and past.
• Invq is the invariant predicate, which assigns a constraint on variables X for each control
location q ∈ Q. For example, the location far in the train automaton has the invariant
x ≥ 1000. When the hybrid automaton H is in a control location q ∈ Q, the variables in X
must satisfy the invariant Invq .
• Flowq is the flow predicate on variables X for each control location q ∈ Q, which defines
how the variables in X evolve over the time at location q. In the graphical representation,
a flow of a variable x is represented as ẋ. For example, ġ = 9 describes the continuous
activity of the gate.
• E ⊆ Q × Q is the discrete transition relation over the control locations. Each edge e ∈ E
is augmented by the following annotations:
Jump: jump condition (guard), which is a constraint over X; if the jump condition holds,

the transition e fires and may change the values of the variables X by executing a
specific action;
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Event: synchronization label, used to synchronize concurrent automata; the train au-

tomaton contains the synchronization labels app, exit, and in, that must be synchronized with all automata sharing the same synchronization labels.
• Init is the initial condition that assigns an initial condition to the variables X to each control location q ∈ Q. For example, x = 2000 is the initial condition of the train automaton,
while it is g = 90 at the location open in the gate automaton.
Hybrid systems typically consist of several components which operate concurrently and communicate with each other. Each component usually is described as a separate hybrid automaton. The automata are coordinated through shared variables and synchronization labels on the
transitions [20]. For example, in Fig. 1, the train automaton communicates with the controller
automaton via the synchronization labels app and exit. Describing the behavior of the hybrid
automata demands for a mechanism to coordinate the execution among automata. This can be
accomplished by means of automata composition. The result of the composition process is an
automaton that describes the entire behavior of the hybrid system. Basically, the composition of
automata is done by means of the Cartesian product of the automata, but automata with mutual
synchronization labels have to be considered simultaneously, which helps to reduce the complexity of automata composition.
In hierarchical hybrid automata (HHA), locations are generalized to states, stemming from the
set of states S. It is partitioned into three disjoint sets: Ssimple , Scomp , and Sconc — called simple,
composite and concurrent states, containing one designated start state s0 ∈ Scomp ∪ Sconc . In
essence, the locations of plain hybrid automata correspond to simple states in HHA. Composite
and concurrent states belong to the definition of statecharts [19] and have become part of UML
[33]. They are useful for expressing the overall system on several levels of abstraction. Events
are treated as global variables in this context. Based on this, we will now introduce the concepts
of HHA. For the sake of completeness, we adopt and restate some of the definitions of [15],
which describes some case studies with standard model checking tools, not employing CLP. For
more details on this and the synchronization concept of HHA, the reader is referred to this paper.
Definition 2 (state hierarchy) Each state s is associated with zero, one or more initial states
α (s): a simple state has zero, a composite state exactly one, and a concurrent state more than
one initial state. In the latter case, the initial states are called regions. Moreover, each state
s ∈ S \ {s0 } is associated to exactly one superior state β (s). Therefore, it must hold β (s) ∈
Sconc ∪ Scomp . A concurrent state must not directly contain other concurrent ones. Furthermore,
it is assumed that all transitions (s1 , s2 ) keep to the hierarchy, i. e. β (s1 ) = β (s2 ). Variables x ∈ X
may be declared locally in a certain state γ (x) ∈ S. A variable x ∈ X is valid in all states s ∈ S
with β n (s) = γ (x) for some n ≥ 0 (i.e. in all states below γ (x) in the state hierarchy), unless
another variable with the same name overwrites it locally.
For the example in Fig. 1, we consider the states train, gate, and controller as composite
states, that are regions of one concurrent state, that represents the whole system. Thus, according
to the previous Def. 2, it holds e.g.: α (train) = f ar, α (gate) = open, α (controller) = idle,
α (system) = {train, gate, controller}; β (near) = train, β (train) = system; γ (x) = train, γ (g) =
gate, γ (t) = controller.
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Definition 3 (configuration and completion) A configuration c is a rooted tree of states where
the root node is the topmost initial state s0 of the overall state machine. Whenever a state s is
an immediate predecessor of s0 in c, it must hold β (s0 ) = s. A configuration is completed by
applying the following procedure recursively as long as possible to leaf nodes: if there is a leaf
node in c labeled with a state s, then introduce all α (s) as immediate successors of s.
A hybrid automaton may change in two ways: discretely, from location q1 to another location
q2 , when the transition e ∈ E between the two locations is enabled (i.e., the jump condition
holds) and continuously within a control location q ∈ Q, by means of a finite (positive) time
delay t. The semantics of our automata can now be defined by alternating sequences of discrete
and continuous steps. Following the synchrony hypothesis, we assume that discrete state changes
happen in zero time, while continuous steps (within one state) may last some time.
Definition 4 (semantics) The state machine starts with the initial configuration, i.e. the completed topmost initial state s0 of the overall state machine. In addition, an initial condition must
be given as a predicate with free variables from X ∪ {t}. The current situation of the whole
system can be characterized by a triple (c, v,t) where c is a configuration, v a valuation (i. e. a
mapping v : X → IRn ), and t the current time. The initial situation is a situation (c, v,t) where
c is the initial configuration, v satisfies the initial condition, and t = 0. The following steps are
possible in the situation (c, v,t):
discrete step: a discrete/micro-step from one configuration c of a state machine to a configura-

tion (c0 , v0 ,t) by means of a transition (s, s0 ) ∈ E with some jump condition in the current
situation (written c → c0 ) is possible iff:
1. c contains a node labeled with s;
2. the jump condition of the given transition holds in the current situation (c, v,t);
3. c0 is identical with c except that s together with its subtree in c is replaced by the
completion of s0 ;
4. the variables in X 0 are set according to the jump condition.
continuous step: a continuous step/flow within the actual configuration to the situation

(c, v0 ,t 0 ) requires the computation of all x ∈ X that are valid in c at the time t 0 according to the conjunction of all state conditions (i.e. flow conditions plus invariants) of the
active states s ∈ c, where it must hold t 0 > t.
The cautious reader may have noticed that invariants (see Def. 1) are merged here with the
flow conditions in continuous steps (see Def. 4). In particular, while jump conditions are checked
during a discrete transition, flow and invariant conditions are only tested at the beginning and
at the end of a continuous flow within one configuration, i.e. only at the boundaries. Hence, it
would not be detected that a variable x(t), that is checked only at the times t1 and t3 with e.g.
x(t1 ) = x(t3 ) = 0, does not satisfy an an invariant, say x ≤ c for some constant c > 0, if there
exists a time point t2 with t1 < t2 < t3 and x(t2 ) > c. Since it appears to be time-consuming to
detect such cases, we do it without such tests. In practice, these case should not occur very often.
For monotonous flow functions x(t) and linear inequalities of the form x ≤ c such an expensive
test is not necessary at all.
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3 Implementation with CLP
In this section, we provide CLP models of hybrid automata in two steps. The first one is a
straightforward implementation of plain hybrid automata without explicitly computing the composition of different parts of automata. There, we enforce the time constraints over the generated
events during transitions to coordinate the execution of hybrid automata. After that, we present
an implementation of HHA that allows modeling hybrid automata at different levels of abstraction by expressing hierarchies and concurrency directly, based on an explicit abstract state machine programmed in Prolog (Sect. 3.3). In all cases, we employed the ic library for interval
constraints, available with ECLiPSe Prolog [4], which also includes finite domain constraint
solving. SWI Prolog [36] also offers interesting functionality and could be used alternatively.
3.1 Straightforward Implementation

In the following, we give a CLP model for analyzing hybrid systems consisting of different
interacting concurrent automata. Our model follows the formal definition of hybrid automata
(Def. 1) and the semantics of the labeled transition semantics of hybrid automata, too (cf. [20]).
We start by modeling locations. They are implemented in the automaton predicate, ranging
over the respective locations of the automaton, real-valued variables, and the time:
automaton(+Location,?Vars,+Vars0,+T0,?Time):Vars#c2(Vars0,T0,Time),
c1(Inv),Time $>=T0.

Here, automaton is the name of automaton itself, and Location represents the current locations of the automaton. Vars is a list of real variables participating in the automata, whereas
Vars0 is a list of the corresponding initial values. c1(Invs) is the invariant constraint inside the
n c2(Vars0,T0,Time) , where o
n∈ {<, ≤, >, ≥, =}
location, and the constraint predicate Vars o
are constraints, which represent the continuous flows of the variables in Vars wrt. time T0 and
Time , given initial values Vars0 of the variables Vars at the start of the flow. T0 represents the
initial time at the start of continuous flow, while (Time-T0) is the delay inside the location. For
example, the location far is modeled as:
train(far,Y,Y0,T0,Time):Y $>= Y0-50*(Time-T0),
Y $=<Y0-40*(Time-T0),
Y $>=1000, Time $>=T0.

At any instance of time, a state of a hybrid automaton is a pair (loc, v), where loc is a location
and v is the assignment of values for the variables. Intuitively, the semantics of (standard) hybrid
automata can formally be described as runs of labeled transition systems [20], where the execution of a hybrid automaton corresponds to a sequence of transitions from a state to another. Thus,
hybrid automata have two kinds of transitions: continuous transitions, capturing the continuous
evolution of variables, and discrete transitions, capturing the changes of location. For this purpose, one can encode the transition system into CLP clauses. The predicate evolve achieves this
mission:
evolve(Automaton,(L1,Var1),(L2,Var2),T0,Time,Event) :continuous(Automaton,(L1,Var1),(L1,Var2),T0,Time,Event);
discrete(Automaton,(L1,Var1),(L2,Var2),T0,Time,Event).
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Each transition is accompanied with a guard that must fire, when a discrete transition takes
place. In our model, the guard is represented as constraint relation of c(T 0, Time), where Time
is the minimum elapsed time needed to generate an event (a discrete transition) and is computed
during the evolvement of automata. When a discrete transition occurs, it gives raise to update the
initial variables from Var1 into Var2 , where Var1 and Var2 are the initial variables of locations
L1 and L2 respectively. Otherwise, a delay transition is taken using the predicate continuous .
In addition, an event ∈ EventAutomaton is associated with each transition, that defines the parallel composition from the automata individual sharing the same event. To this end, we augment
the predicate evolve with a constraint variable Event that ranges over symbolic domains. It
guarantees that whenever an automaton generates an event, the corresponding synchronized automata have to be taken into consideration simultaneously. When an automaton generates an
event, the symbolic domain solver will exclude all the domain values that are not coincident
with the generated event from the automata having the common event. This means that only
one event is generated at a time. Consequently, it shows that the automata composition can be
implicitly constructed efficiently on the fly, during the computation. The following is the general
implementation of the discrete predicate, which defines transitions between locations:
discrete(automaton,(Loc1,Var1),(Loc2,Var2),T0,Time,Event):automaton,(Location,Var1,Var,T0,Time),
jump(Var), reset(Var2)
Event &::events,Event &=event.

Here, Jump(Var) represents the constraints of the jump condition on the variables Var,
whereas reset(Var2) is a constraint predicate used to reset the variable Var2 before the control
of the automaton goes to the location Loc2. Here, the Event must be a member in EventAutomaton .
The & symbol is the constraint relation for symbolic domains (library sd in ECLiPSe Prolog),
while the $ symbol (see below) marks interval constraints (library ic). It follows an instance
showing the implementation of the discrete predicate between locations far and near in automaton train.
discrete(train,(far,[X0]),(near,[XX0]),T0,Time,Event):train(far,[X0],[X],T0,Time),
X $=1000, XX0 $=X,
Event &::events,Event &=app.

The description of the above discrete predicate means that a transition between the locations
far and near in the train automata takes place if the continuous variable X , based on the initial
value X0 , satisfies the jump condition given as X=1000 . If such a case occurs, then the new
variable, denoted XX0 , is updated, and the event app is fired. The executed events afterwards
synchronize the train automaton with the automata sharing the same event.
Once the transition rules have been modeled, a driver program needs to be supplied:
drive(_,_,..,_,_,0,[]):- !.
driver((L1,Var01),(L2,Var02),...,(Ln,Var0n),T0,Steps,
[(L1,L2,..,Ln,Var1,Var2,..,Varn,Time,Event)|NextReached]) :automata1(L1,Var1,Var01,T0,Time1),
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automata2(L2,Var2,Var02,T0,Time2),
... ,
automatan(Ln,Varn,Var0n,T0,Timen),
Time1 $=Time2, Time1 $=Time3, ..., Time1 $=Timen
evolve(automata1,(L1,Var01),(NextL1,Nvar01),T0,Time1,Event),
evolve(automata2,(L2,Var02),(NextL2,Nvar02),T0,Time2,Event),
... ,
evolve(automatan,(Ln,Var0n),(NextLn,Nvar0n),T0,Timen,Event),
get_bounds(Time1,_,Newstarttime),
Steps > 0,Steps1 is Steps -1,
driver((NextL1,Nvar01),(NextL2,Nvar02),...,(NextLn,Nvar0n),
Newstarttime,Steps1,SNextReached).

The driver is a simulator predicate that is responsible to generate and control the execution
behavior of the concurrent hybrid automata, as well as to provide the reachable states symbolically. Recall again, Event is a symbolic domain variable shared among all automata, where the
solver uses it to ensure that only one event is generated at a time. All automata sharing the same
events have to be synchronized. During the computational procedure, from the times of all automata the minimum time among the automata is determined. This minimum time is the time
needed to fire an event. Consequently, the predicate evolve, based on this time, alternates each
automaton between continuous and discrete transitions. To prevent the driver from infinite runs,
the number of discrete steps should be provided in advance. The last argument of the predicate
driver is the list of finitely reachable regions. At each step of the driver, a region of the form
(location,Variables) represents symbolically by arithmetical constraints the set of states reachable to each control location. Additionally, each region contains the time delay of the continuous
variables. Finally, each region contains the event generated immediately before the control goes
to another region using a discrete step. The driver of the train gate controller example (Fig. 1)
takes the form
driver(_,_,_,0,[]) :- !.
driver((S1,X0),(S2,G0),(S3,T0),Steps,[(S1,S2,S3,Time,Event,X)|Rest]).

where S1,S2 , and S3 represent the locations of the train, the gate, and the controller respectively,
while X0 , G0 , and T0 represent their corresponding initial values consecutively. The last argument
is a list of possible reached states along with the variable X represents symbolically the possible
reached values of the train distance. Time is the global time of the reached states, and Event is
the event generated immediately before the control changes to another configuration. It seems
to be a good idea that the reachable states contain only the variables that are important for the
verification of a given property. Therefore, the last argument list of the predicate driver can
be expanded or shrunk as needed to contain the really important variables involved, e.g. the
variables G, T , and α of the automata named gate and controller.
3.2 Verification as Reachability Analysis

After setting up the driver, we have an executable CLP model for hybrid automata, and several
properties can now be investigated. In particular, one can check properties on states using reachability analysis of hybrid automata. The reachable set consists of all states that can be reached
by dynamical evolution, starting from an initial state. However, it is well-known, that checking
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reachability for (linear) hybrid automata is undecidable in general (while it is decidable for timed
automata) [22].
Reachability analysis consists of two basic steps: computing the state space of the automaton
under consideration and searching for states that satisfy or contradict given properties. In terms
of CLP, a state is reached iff the constraint solver succeeds in finding a satisfiable solution for the
constraints representing the intended state. In other words, assuming that Reached represents the
set of all reachable states computed by the CLP model from an initial state, then the reachability
analysis can be generally specified, using CLP and checking whether Reached |= Ψ, where Ψ is
the constraint predicate that describes a property of interest.
In practice, many problems to be analyzed can be formulated as a reachability problem. For
example, a safety requirement can be checked as a reachability problem, where Ψ is the constraint predicate that describes forbidden states, then checking Ψ is not satisfiable wrt. Reached.
For example, one can check that the state, where the train is near at distance X = 0 and the gate
is closed, is a disallowed state. Even a stronger condition can be investigated, namely that the
state where the train is near at distance X = 0 and the gate is down, is a forbidden state. The
CLP computational model, with the help of the standard Prolog predicate member/2, gives us
the answer no as expected, after executing the following query:
?- driver((far,2000),(open,90),(idle,0),Steps,Reached),
member((near,down,_,Time,_,X,),Reached), X $= 0.

Other properties concerning the reachability of certain states can be verified similarly.
As demonstrated in Sect. 3.1, the set of reachable states Reached contains the set of finite,
reachable regions. Within each region, the set of all states is represented symbolically as a mathematical constraint, together with the time delay. Therefore, ideally constraint solvers can be
used to reason about the reachability of interesting properties within some region. For example,
an interesting property is to find the shortest distance of the train to the gate before the gate is
entirely closed. This can be checked by posing the following query:
?- driver((far,2000),(open,90),(idle,0),Steps,Reached),
member((near,_,_,Time,to_close,_),Reached), get_max(Time,Tm),
member((near,_,_,Tm,_,X),Reached), get_min(X,Min).

Setting α = 9.8, the previous query returns Min = 9.99, which is the minimum distance of
the train that the model guarantees before the gate is completely closed. This query gets the
interval value of the variable X, when the event to close is raised. Consequently, the distance,
that is reached when the event to close is generated, is constrained to 406.0 ≥ X ≥ 9.99. Hence
Min = 9.99 is the minimum distance of the train that the model guarantees before the gate is
completely closed.
As just said, the previous verification experiments run with setting α = 9.8. The ability to
compute the value of a parameter, however, is a great advantage of the CLP approach. Ideally,
CLP can be used to find a condition on some parameters that violates a given safety property.
For this purpose, we can use our model to provide us e.g. with the value of the cutoff point α for
the controller to issue commands that causes a bad state to be reached. In particular, we can find
the minimum value required for α to reach to a forbidden state, where the train is at distance
x = 0 to the gate and the gate is opened.
?- driver((far,2000),(open,0),(idle,0),Steps,Reached),
member((near,open,to_lower,Time,_,X,T,Alpha),Reached), X $= 0.
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complete(T,Rest,State,[State:Var|Complete]) :init(T,State,[Var|Rest],Init,_),
maplist(complete(T,[Var|Rest]),Init,Complete).
discrete(T,Rest1,Rest2,[State1:Var1|_],[State2:Var2|Conf]) :trans(T,State1,[Var1|Rest1],State2,[Var2|Rest2]),
complete(T,Rest2,State2,[State2:Var2|Conf]).
discrete(T,Rest1,Rest2,[Top:Var1|Sub],[Top:Var2|Tree]) :Sub \= [],
maplist(discrete(T,[Var1|Rest1],[Var2|Rest2]),Sub,Tree).
continuous(T1,T2,Rest1,Rest2,[State:Var1|Sub],[State:Var2|Tree]) :flow(T1,T2,State,[Var1|Rest1],[Var2|Rest2]),
maplist(continuous(T1,T2,[Var1|Rest1],[Var2|Rest2]),Sub,Tree).
Figure 2: Code for the abstract state machine for HHA in CLP. The Rest variables host nested
lists of the variables declared in the states superior to the current state. The built-in
predicate maplist is a macro for applying a predicate call (first argument of maplist )
to a list of arguments (second and third argument) one by one.
We augment the reached states Reached in the previous query with the local timer T of the
controller automaton together with the cutoff point α . Then the CLP system returns α ≥ 20.
Therefore setting α to any value in this open interval, the forbidden state can be reached.
Since the events are recorded in the reached states, in particular, at the end of the continuous
evolution of each reached regions, verifying timing properties or computing the delay between
events are further tasks that can be done within our approach, too. For instance, we can find the
maximal time delay between in and exit events, by stating the following query:
?- driver((far,2000),(open,0),(idle,0),Steps,Reached),
append(A,[(_,_,_,Time1,in,_)|_],Reached),
append(B,[(_,_,_,Time2,exit,_)|_],A),
get_max(Time1,Tmax1),get_max(Time2,Tmax2),
Delay $= Tmax1-Tmax2.

The constraint solver answers yes and yields Delay = 3.33. This value means that the train
needs maximally 3.33 s to be in the critical crossing section before leaving it. Similarly, other
timing properties can be verified.
3.3 Treating Hierarchies and Concurrency More Explicitly

The previous sections described a direct CLP implementation of hybrid automata. Now we will
show, how to implement an abstract state machine for HHA, treating hierarchies and concurrency
more explicitly. This leads to a lean implementation of hybrid automata, where efficient CLP
solvers are employed for performing complex analyses.
Fig. 2 shows parts of the abstract state machine in Prolog, namely the code for completion and
for performing discrete and continuous steps according to Def. 3 and 4. Discrete steps take zero
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System [none, α ]
train x =2000

gate g =90

far

open

System [app, α ]

controller t =0
idle

train x =1000

gate g =90

near

open

controller t =0
to lower

Figure 3: Configuration trees of the running example.
time because of the synchrony hypothesis; continuous steps remain within the same configuration, but the variable values may differ. The flow conditions of active states (in the configuration)
must be applied, as time passes by. In this context, configurations are encoded in Prolog lists,
where the head of a list corresponds to the root of the respective configuration tree. In addition,
each state is conjoined by a colon : with its list of local variables. Thus, according to Def. 3, the
completed start configuration will be represented as shown below. Here, the event and the delay
α (here represented by the variable Alpha ) are treated as global variables of the whole system.
[system:[none,Alpha],
[train:[2000],[far:[]]],
[gate:[90],[open:[]]],
[controller:[0],[idle:[]]]]

The corresponding configuration is shown also as a tree in Fig. 3 (left). Certainly, trees could
be represented more efficiently, i.e. consuming less space, than by Prolog lists as shown above.
But the use of lists is straightforward and allows us to implement the abstract state machine
for HHA (Fig. 2) within only a dozen lines of CLP/Prolog code. By this technique, explicit
composition of automata is avoided. For each state, its initial states have to be declared plus
their continuous flow conditions. For all discrete transitions, the jump conditions have to be
stated. Local variables are expressed by nested list of variables valid in the respective state.
Since the abstract state machine is of constant size and the abstract machine computes complex
configurations only on demand, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of
the HHA and its CLP/Prolog implementation. Thus, the program size is linear in the size of the
HHA.
In the concrete implementation of the example, the overall start state s0 is indicated by the
predicate start , while init defines the initial states for each state (α values according to
Def. 2). The flow and the jump conditions have to be expressed by means of the predicates
flow and trans . The reader can easily see from Fig. 4, that the size of the CLP program is
only straight proportional to the size of the given HHA, because there is a one-to-one correspondence between the graphical specification and its encoding in Prolog, whereas computing the
composition of concurrent automata explicitly leads to an exponential increase. Furthermore,
since the overall system behavior is given by the abstract state machine (Fig. 2), this approach is
completely declarative and concise.
For reachability analysis, iterative deepening seems to be best suited as search strategy, because an explicit cycle test or breadth-first search is difficult, because otherwise constraints
would have to be buffered somehow. After one continuous and one discrete step according to
Def. 4, the configuration shown below (see Fig. 3, right) will be reached after 0.0–25.0 s. The
event app occurs, when the train has traveled 1000 m. Then, the simple states near and to lower
in the composite states train and controller, respectively, are entered.
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%%% system
start(system).
init(T,system,[[Event,Alpha]],[train,gate,controller],_) :Event = none.
flow(T1,T2,system,[[Event,Alpha]],[[Event,Alpha]]).

%%% train
init(T,train,[[X]|_],[far],system) :X $= 2000.
flow(T1,T2,train,_,_).
init(T,far,[[]|_],[],train).
flow(T1,T2,far,[[],[X1]|_],[[],[X2]|_]) :X2 $>= 1000,
X2 $>= X1-50*(T2-T1),
X2 $=< X1-40*(T2-T1).
trans(T,far,[[],[X],[Event1,Alpha]],far,[[],[X],[Event2,Alpha]]) :Event2 = lower ; Event2 = raise.
trans(T,far,[[],[X],[Event1,Alpha]],near,[[],[X],[Event2,Alpha]]) :Event2 = app,
X $= 1000.
Figure 4: First part of the HHA implementation of the running example.
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[system:[app,Alpha],
[train:[1000],[near:[]]],
[gate:[90],[open:[]]],
[controller:[0],[to_lower:[]]]

Our experiments with the implementation in ECLiPSe Prolog are encouraging. Employing
the ic library for interval constraints, the query whether a situation can be reached where the
train is at the gate, i.e. x = 0, but the gate is open, yields the answer yes and the constraints
40.0 ≤ T ≤ 58.3 for the time and α ≥ 15 for the delay of the controller with the smallest possible
solution α = 20 (after applying the so-called squash procedure [4]). This means, this forbidden
state is reached if the delay α of the controller is too long, namely greater or equal than 20 s after
40.0–58.3 s overall time. The answer is as expected, as can be easily checked. Employing the
eplex library, also available in ECLiPSe Prolog, the lower bound α = 20 can also be computed.
This library is related to the CPLEX system [27] which provides a more powerful optimization
engine that also can be applied for optimization analyses of hybrid systems (see also [34]).

4 Comparison with Other Approaches
This section demonstrates the feasibility of our approach described above. Generally, real-time
verification tools vary from simple formalisms for restricted problem classes like timed automata
to more expressive formalisms like hybrid automata. It should be remarked that the latter formalisms are more expressive than the former ones. Therefore, tools following the former formalisms as e.g. Uppaal [6, 7] are not discussed here. We did several experiments comparing our
approach with HyTech [23]. In contrast to our approach, HyTech treats the continuous dynamics
by using a polyhedral manipulation library [18]. We chose HyTech as reference tool, because it
is the most well-known tool for verification of hybrid automata, and it tackles verification based
on reachability analysis similar to the approach in this paper. It is noteworthy that the major
strength of HyTech compared to the other hybrid automata verification tools is its ability to perform parametric analysis. In HyTech, the automata working in parallel are composed, before
they are involved in the verification phase. Obviously, this may lead to state explosion as stated
earlier.
4.1 Benchmark Examples

In the following, we will refer to standard benchmarks of verification of real-time systems, wellknown from the literature, querying these benchmarks in order to check safety properties (cf.
Fig. 5). First, in the scheduler example [18], it is checked whether a certain task (with number 2)
never waits. Second, in the temperature control example [1], it has to be guaranteed, that the
temperature always lies in a given range. Third, in the train gate controller example [21], it has
to be ensured that the gate is closed whenever the train is within a distance less than 10 m toward
the gate. The second version of the train gate controller example, as formulated in this paper,
is used to calculate a parameter analysis, i.e. finding the condition on the parameter α . Last but
not least, in the water level example [1, 18] the safety property is to ensure that the water level
is always between given thresholds (1 and 12). For more details on the examples, the reader is
referred to the cited literature.
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Example
Scheduler
Temperature Controller
Train Gate Controller
Train Gate Controller 2
Water Level

HyTech
seconds
0.12
0.04
0.05
0.10
0.03

CLP/HA
seconds iterations
0.07
6
0.02
6
0.02
7
0.05
10
0.01
4

CLP/HHA
seconds steps
0.34
12
0.02
12
0.03
12
0.02
9
0.02
8

Figure 5: Experimental results.
The benchmarks can be solved by all considered implementations, namely HyTech, the
straightforward implementation of hybrid automata (column CLP/HA), and the HHA implementation with CLP, within milliseconds. Fig. 5 shows the concrete run-time results. It reveals
that the CLP/HA implementation of hybrid automata (middle column) performs quite well. The
CLP/HHA implementation (last column) allows the briefest problem formulations because of
the use of the abstract state machine, but with slightly longer run-times. Since in this approach
the time points of performing discrete steps are not computed explicitly, it is susceptible for
rounding errors. In order to guarantee termination of the CLP implementations, the search depth
is fixed in advance: For the CLP/HA implementation, the number of iterations, i.e. the number of
time points of discrete state changes, is bounded; for the CLP/HHA implementation, the number
of continuous plus discrete steps is given. These limits are also listed in the table.
When comparing HyTech to the approach depicted in this paper, several issues have to be
taken into consideration. The first issue concerns the expressiveness of the dynamical model.
HyTech restricts the dynamical model to linear hybrid automata in which the continuous dynamics is governed by differential equations. The nonlinear dynamics e.g. of the form ẋ o
n c1 ∗ x + c2,
where c1, c2 ∈ IR, c1 6= 0, o
n∈ {<, ≤, >, ≥, =} are firstly approximated either by a linear phase
portrait or clock translation [24]. Then, the verification phase is done on the approximated model.
CLP, on the other hand, is more expressive, because it allows more general dynamics. In particular, CLP can directly handle dynamics expressible as a combination of polynomials, exponentials, and logarithmic functions explicitly without approximating the model. For instance the
last equation can be represented in CLP form as X $o
n X0 − c2/c1 + c2/c1 ∗ exp(c1 ∗ (T − T 0)),
where (T − T 0) is the computational delay. Although clearly completeness cannot be guaranteed, from a practical point of view, this procedure allows to express problems in a natural
manner. The CLP technology can be fully exploited; it suspends such complex goals until they
become solvable. Recall that decidability of model checking is given only for limited classes of
hybrid systems.
Another issue that should be taken into account is the type of verifiable properties. HyTech
cannot verify simple properties that depend on the occurrence of events, despite of the fact
that synchronization events are used in the model. On the other hand, simple real-time duration
properties between events can be verified using HyTech. However, to do so, the model must
be specified by introducing auxiliary variables to measure delays between events or the delay
needed for a particular conditions to be hold. Bounded response time and minimal event sep-
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aration are further properties that can be verified using HyTech. This properties, however, can
only be checked after augmenting the model under consideration with what is called a monitor
or observer automaton (cf. [21]), whose functionality is to observe the model without changing its behavior. It records the time as soon as some event occurs. Before the model is verified,
the monitor automaton has to composed with the original model. As demonstrated in this paper
(Sect. 3), however, there is no need to augment the model with an extra automata for the reason
that during the run, not only the state of variables are recorded, but also the events and the time,
where the constraint solver can be used to reason about the respective properties.
4.2 Related Works

Using hybrid automata [20] is a well accepted method to model and analyze (mobile) multiagent
systems [2, 3]. Hierarchical hybrid automata (HHA) can be used for building up and describing
multi-layer control architectures based on physical motion dynamics of moving agents [9, 15].
In many applications they form a link between multi-robot systems and theories of hybrid systems as in [37]. CLP as a programming paradigm has already been applied to modeling hybrid
systems including solving differential equations [26]. Several authors propose the explicit composition of different concurrent automata by hand leading to one single automaton, before a CLP
implementation is applied. This is a tedious work, especially when the number of automata increases. The latter case is exemplified in [35, 29], where approach to model and analyze hybrid
systems using CLP(R) [28] is introduced.
In [5], it is shown how reachability analysis for linear hybrid automata can be done by means
of CLP, again by computing compositions of (simple) hybrid automata. Events are handled as
constraints, which avoids some of the effort for computing composition, which leads to an exponential increase in the number of clauses in general. In our approach, however, we compute
configurations of the overall system only if required.
In contrast to our approach, some authors approached modeling the behavior of hybrid systems as an automaton using CLP, but they do not handle a hybrid system consisting of different
interacting hybrid automata. For example, [25] presents a hybrid system modeled as an automaton using CLP(F) [26], but neither handling concurrency nor hierarchies. Other authors employ
CLP for implementing hybrid automata [10, 12, 17], but restrict attention to a simple class of
hybrid systems (e.g. timed systems). They do not construct the overall behavior prior to modeling, but model each automaton separately. However, the run of the model takes all possible paths
into consideration, resulting from the product of each component, which leads to unnecessary
computation.
Another interesting approach on model checking hybrid systems is presented in [16]. There,
an analysis technique is proposed that is able to derive verification conditions, i.e. constraints
that hold in reachable states. These conditions are universally quantified and transformed into
purely existentially quantified conditions, which is more suitable for constraint solving. For this,
an implementation in Lisp is available employing a satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solver,
whereas the Prolog implementation proposed in this paper, allows to express discrete transitions
explicitly and allows the use of several constraint solvers.
Another approach for verification of a hybrid systems is presented in [13]. In particular, the
authors apply so-called bounded model checking (BMC) [8] to linear hybrid automata, by en-
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coding them into predicative formulae suitable for BMC. For this reason, they developed a tool
called HySAT that combines a SAT solver with linear programming, where the Boolean variables are used for encoding the discrete components, while real variables represent the continuous component. The linear programming routine is used to solve large conjunctive system of
linear inequalities over reals, whereas the SAT solver is used to handle disjunctions. Similar to
this approach, this paper has the essence of BMC. However, instead of checking the satisfiability
of a formulae to some given finite depth k, we find the the set of reachable states and verify various properties on this set. In [8], neither concurrency nor hierarchy of hybrid automata is taken
into consideration.
Differently to this paper, [30] introduces symbolic reachability analysis of lazy linear hybrid
automata. They provided a verification technique based on bounded model checking and kinduction for reachability analysis. In their technique, SAT-based decision procedures are used
to perform a symbolic analysis instead of an enumerative analysis. However, they did not show
how the interacting concurrent components can be handled in their approach.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we used CLP to model and to analyze hybrid systems composed of several interacting concurrent hybrid automata. We have proposed novel CLP implementations that model
concurrent interacting hybrid automata in two steps. In the first step we presented, how to control the behavior of hybrid automata without explicitly composing the interacting automata by
using constraints, while in the second step, we modeled hybrid automata at different levels of
abstraction by making use of hierarchies among the participating automata. Both CLP implementation models are able not only to analyze hybrid systems, but also to handle the complexity
that may raise due to the interacting parts of hybrid system. We illustrated the implementations
by modeling a train gate controller system, and showed how several properties can be analyzed
and proved.
As a future work, we plan to extend our CLP approaches to be used for symbolic model
checking in conjunction e.g. with computational temporal logic. Additionally, solving more optimization problems will be taken into consideration in our approaches, too.
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